
Economics C23-1 
Lecture 2

I. Geographic Specialization & Trade

A. Towns

1. location of towns
and cities at
“breaks-in-
transit”

2. needed more,
though

3. why not in some
places?

4. the resulting
pattern



B. Regions

1. early attempts

2. Virginia and Massachusetts

3. The rest of the South

4. Specialization by crop and product

New England
Middle Atlantic
South

–> foreshadows patterns of labor relations



C. External Trade

Only the South has a positive trade balance –
both New England and the Middle colonies
exported less than they imported; all regions
had positive balances with Southern Europe
and Africa and negative balances with the U.K.

Only the Lower South had a positive balance
with Africa





Some “triangular” trade (rum from New
England to Africa, slaves to West Indies, sugar
to New England)

But more “tramp” (opportunistic) trading



II. The Institutional Background:

The “Rules of the Game” (mostly
transplanted from England):

1. land ownership

2. labor

3. commercial organization

4. social measures

5. misc. controls



The Ties that Bind (why no change in these
powers with the Revolution):

Dartmouth College v. Woodward (1819): the
definitive test of our Constitution's contract
clause, but for today let us view it in a slightly
different light. This decision protected and
sustained the property rights granted to
Americans by the English Crown following the
Revolution.

Justice Story wrote, it was an unquestioned
"principle of the common law that the division
of an empire works no forfeiture on previously
vested rights of property..."

Why does it matter? Think of how the
former colonies would have looked
after the Revolution without the
Dartmouth decision



The problem of territorial expansion

the spread effect: as new states
entered the union the nonmarket controls were
reimposed at the state level. New state constitutions
were usually based on that of an existing state, but
each state had a choice of what part of the package it
would adopt.

the size effect: as large firms overlapped
state and local jurisdictions, the nonmarket control
mechanisms moved to the Federal level.

We’ll come back to these “institutional” questions in
another week when we discuss business and how
important changes in the attitude of the courts and
the states toward business paved the way for a major
innovation: the modern business corporation. 





III. Colonial Labor Markets

A. In general, a function of product mkts

B. The Jamestown “experiment”

1. the idea
2. the problem
3. the solution

C. Indentured servitude







1. the background (“service in husbandry”)

2. the characteristics of indentures

3. the economics of indenture contracts

essentially, a forward contract, with the
risk borne by the ship captain

how do we know? what we test?



run a regression of the form

Pi = " + $Xi1 + $Xi2 + $Xi3 + $Xi4 + µi

where the Xi’s are characteristics of
the indenture known before the
contract is signed and Pi is the price
for which the contract sells in the
colonies

if the contract is a true forward
contract, what can we predict
about the $’s?

other factors that might affect the price
for which the contract sells?

factors shaping the contract length:

first, remember what the length is a
proxy for

Second, think what effects that?



to see their influence, run another
regression of the form

Mi = " + $Xi1 + $Xi2 + $Xi3 + $Xi4 + µi

where Mi is the contract length in
months and the Xi are dummy
variables for characteristics



"=56, $1 (coefficient on dummy for
“under 15 years old”)=33
–> illiterate male bound for Penn.

with no occup serves 89 mo

what do these coefficients say about the
operation of the indenture market?

D. The appearance of slavery



why the Chesapeake? why the wealthy?

E. Regional distribution of labor
arrangements: role of productivity



IV. The Colonies on the Eve of the Revolution

level: South vs. rest of the colonies

distribution: South vs. Middle Atlantic
(“best poor man’s colony”)

we’ll return to look more closely next week




